[Morbidity and the morphofunctional aspects of myocutaneous flaps used in the head and neck area].
The authors analysed the data obtained from their experiences in extensive head and neck resections as well as reconstructive treatments using myocutaneous flaps. They tried to evaluate the reconstructive approach in terms of morbidity and functional results. Sixty-nine patients, treated from January 90 to November 92 for advances intra-oral cancer, were considered in this study. The reconstructive procedure in 68 cases was the pectoralis major myocutaneous flap while in 5 cases the trapezius flap was utilized. Even though the oncological results were poor, the functional ones were quite encouraging. In fact, the assessment of speech and swallowing was extremely satisfactory in 83% of the cases. The morbidity related to both flap procedures was low and the patients' life quality was good. Indeed, the use of a free flap offers additional advantages, without necessarily compromising safety of the reconstruction. Free flaps in general allow greater leeway in flap design and donor-site choice than pedicled flaps. Several reports have already demonstrated the versatility, usefulness and reliability of these flaps, especially in intra-oral reconstruction. The intricate nature of microsurgery and the expense of microsurgical equipment inhibit this kind surgery in many institutions around the world where the standard myocutaneous flaps would be a more practical procedure. In conclusion, even those patients with a poor prognosis may be considered potential candidates for demolitive and reconstructive treatment with which satisfactory results may be obtained.